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Cohesion Global Logistics is a global leader in the logistics and 
supply chain industry, providing custom-tailored and fully integrated 
services and solutions around the world. 

Driven by our forward thinking corporate culture, we continually 
raise the bar to greater performance heights. With this standard  
of excellence and our commitment to results, we deliver high quality 
service that wins loyalty. 

With a global network of talent and an IT infrastructure serving over 
260 locations across six continents, we bring forth optimal logistics 
intelligence, as well as performance driven and cost effective 
strategies worldwide. Our position at the top of the industry is never 
taken for granted, but earned with every successful delivery. 

Cohesion Global Logistics is equally committed to environmental 
sustainability and upholds the highest standard of corporate 
citizenship. We illustrate our community involvement by 
supporting organizations that reflect our social values as an 
active caretaker of our local and global culture.

Forward 
thinking

A global network of talent 
serving over 260 locations 

across 6 continents
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Air Freight 
 
We understand the cost considerations of air freight, so our  
first class customized programs are designed to optimize your 
supply chain and provide complete visibility and reliable transit 
times. CGL's clients enjoy cost-saving opportunities via international 
consolidations, time-definite, deferred air freight, sea-air, domestic 
and transborder services, plus fully-integrated, door-to-door  
service and charter programs. 

Ground Freight 
 
Be it expedited or deferred, Less-than Truck Load or Full Truck 
Load programs, we provide complete coverage with real-time 
visibility. CGL's diverse services include express trucking, unloading 
assistance, GPS tracking, security escorts, transborder, specialized 
and oversized equipment, including tailgates, vans (dry, refrigerated, 
heated), flatbed and drop deck trailers.

Global  
Reach

Ocean Freight 
 
We offer reliable and multiple weekly consolidation services 
and world-class NVOCC (non-vessel operating common carrier) 
capabilities to provide more flexibility and convenience, as well 
as superior, end-to-end transport for all shipping schedules and 
requirements. CGL’s clients benefit from weekly departures  
and multiple consolidation points globally, less-than-container 
load (LCL) and full-container-load services (FCL), multi-country 
consolidation (MCC) as well as project cargo and specialized services 
for non-containerized or oversized cargo. We provide Sea-Truck 
Express services, vessel chartering, Roll-on/Roll-off, Break Bulk, 
Reefer and Perishables. 

As a leader in Air, Ocean and Ground services, we provide global reach in key markets with  
our fully-integrated, customized, door-to-door services. From source to final delivery, we deliver 
reliability, adaptability and real-time visibility.  

By selecting the most efficient routing, we ensure that your goods receive optimal attention, 
space allocation and that time-sensitive cargo arrives on schedule.  We are positioned to offer 
strategic gateway solutions, managing your deliveries around the world with the utmost security 
while reducing your costs and streamlining your supply chain. 

For single-source solutions that perform worldwide, our team of Air, Ocean and Ground  
professionals service your logistics requirements in an efficient, personalized and  
cost-effective manner.  
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Partnerships and Alliances 
Relationships are key in logistics as strong partnerships and  
alliances keep the supply chain moving efficiently.  At CGL, we 
continuously build strategic relationships with first-class carriers 
that enhance your company’s efficiency, security and growth. Our 
global network of professionals provides you with the expertise 
you require at origin and destination. We work closely with airlines, 
steamship lines, rail operators and network partners to develop  
and maintain CGL’s high quality standards while providing you 
with invaluable access to experts in the field and information. 

Foreign to Foreign  
As a global logistics leader, we design flexible foreign strategies  
for your cargo that provides complete control, optimization and 
visibility throughout the shipment life cycle. This enables our  
global clients to maintain full custody of their merchandise 
throughout  the voyage, giving them the flexibility to hold  
shipments and re-route cargo. From conception to end mile, 
your shipment is overseen by a specialized team using  
state-of-the-art IT infrastructure.

Our dedicated professionals ensure compliance with the regulations 
of international and intra-continental trade, thus minimizing risk, all 
the while, maintaining the utmost in supplier confidentiality. 

With CGL’s expertise in compliance and our global hubs, we are 
uniquely positioned to service your international supply chain, 
clients, licensees and franchisees. We build greater efficiencies 
and competitiveness for our clients by reducing transportation and 
inventory carrying costs, as well as improving in-store availability. 

Forward 
motion

Warehousing and Distribution 
CGL’s warehousing and distribution services offer a wide variety  
of customized solutions that address your supply chain and 
distribution requirements across six continents.

Our global services include:

- Complete warehousing and distribution 
- Pick & Pack and order fulfillment 
- Bonded storage facilities  
- Global hubs 
-  Foreign free trade zones (FTZ) and bonded logistics parks  

(BLP) in strategic locations
- Light assembly 
- Vendor managed inventory

Cutting-edge warehouse management systems (WMS) provide 
customers with access to real-time web tracking of inventory. No 
matter how complex and time-sensitive your warehousing and 
distribution needs, we have a customized solution ensuring full 
visibility and control of your merchandise.
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IT Solutions 
We are world renowned for providing best-in-class supply chain 
management technology. Our custom-tailored and fully-integrated 
systems are designed to anticipate and meet our clients’ precise 
needs. This customer-centric approach optimizes the use of 
resources and drives the unified application of key initiatives and 
critical operational procedures by teams of logistics professionals. 

Our IT solutions deploy proprietary tools in purchase order 
management, shipment tracking and supply chain intelligence, 
guaranteeing consistent access to accurate, real-time information 
and visibility. Furthermore, our in-house technological expertise 
provides us with a virtual blueprint of our clients’ IT systems, 
allowing us to fully understand and confidently leverage  
system-to-system integration. This, in turn, streamlines supply chain 
operations, optimizes resources, and provides added value at critical 
junctures. Seamless integration via superior IT solutions propels an 
information-driven supply chain throughout the shipment life cycle. 

CGL IT solutions adapt to specific requirements while ensuring data 
security through the use of CGL’s private cloud and EDI platforms. We 
provide a multitude of options for EDI, allowing for the exchange of 
valuable information between customers and vendors. 

Our significant and continued investment in cutting-edge 
technology is at the very core of our ability to consistently deliver 
innovative IT solutions to our customers. In turn, these solutions 
offer you reduced cycle time, confident customer service, lower 
inventories, and a significant reduction in your global logistics costs.

Forward 
momentum

Consulting 

Innovative and professional, our consulting services deliver the 
best strategic solutions for your international supply chain. CGL’s 
consultants ensure that your business' supply chain and underlying 
vision are perfectly aligned. 

As proven experts in geographic hub evaluation, we design 
your supply chain from source to end mile, with a clear focus on 
synchronization. Our experts are positioned to provide guidance 
for the most demanding challenges, from freight optimization 
and costing models to security and insurance.  

Our integrated comprehensive services include the following:

- Global supply chain design 
- Worldwide distribution  
- Carrier selection 
- Geographic optimal distribution and hub evaluation 
- Supply chain technology expertise 
- Compliance and trade regulations 
- Costing models and rate negotiations 
- Security and insurance 
- In-house and on-site training and seminars 
- Global customs compliance 

With our thorough knowledge of international trade agreements and 
regulations, our Consulting Services reduce your company’s risks by 
maximizing compliance, pre-empting possible delays and increasing 
speed to market. Driven by passion for performance and innovation, 
CGL is effectively designing the supply chain of the future. 
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Contract Logistics
Our experts become integral members of your supply chain team 
and create lean, cost-effective tailored solutions.  

Operating proprietary facilities for (de)consolidation throughout 
our global network, CGL facilitates any combination of inbound  
and outbound cargo transit, ensuring our clients benefit from 
strategic free trade zones, bonded logistics parks, global hubs  
and three-channel distribution.

Clients enjoy the advantages of our specialized menu of value-
added services, such as Pick & Pack, light manufacturing/assembly, 
vendor managed inventory, route management, and warehouse 
management (WMS), ultimately improving profitability and speed 
to market. All our transportation programs allow for the tracking  
of your goods with end-to-end visibility.

CGL’s clients can leverage our supply chain consulting service  
to review, analyze, and re-engineer their transport and  
logistics processes.

Customs Brokerage
Benefit from CGL’s full range of services with our in-house customs 
brokers.  
Our dedicated customs brokerage team is comprised of experts in 
the field, equipped with the knowledge to ensure your shipments 
achieve a high compliance rate with government regulations, 
expediting your cargo through the customs clearance process and 
avoiding costly delays.  From ensuring compliance with NAFTA or 
FDA requirements to filing a duty drawback claim, CGL will manage 
your imports and documentation efficiently

Employing leading edge software, our customs brokerage 
professionals are equipped with tools and applications to process 
Importer Security Filings, clear shipments via EDI to CBP and 
process customs entries.  Our team will assist you to develop 
standard operating procedures and best practices to effectively 
manage risk and ensure accurate payment of duty rates using 
advanced tariff engineering.

CGL can assist your business with the following customs brokerage 
services:

- Clear formal and informal entries and border shipments
- Clear I.T. , I.E. and T&E entries 
- ISF (10+2) Filing 
- Duty draw back 
- Calculation of duty, taxes, fees, and other customs charges       
- Customs bonds 
- Protest preparation and filing 
- Follow-up on liquidation issues
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Industry 
Verticals

Our client base encompasses all major industries including aerospace, healthcare, global retail 
and manufacturing. But they all have one thing in common: the benefits gained with a more 
competitive and streamlined supply chain with CGL. Around the world, our teams of logistics 
specialists are unified by a clear vision, mission and a true understanding of your business needs. 
Our expertise and core knowledge enables us to constantly develop and fine-tune innovative 
and cost-effective solutions specific to your industry requirements. At CGL, we leverage that 
experience to provide tailored global logistics services. 



Aerospace
CGL understands the time-sensitive nature and transportation 
requirements of Aircraft on Ground (AOG). For critical shipments, 
our global network and AOG teams operate around the clock to 
process shipments of any size. We specialize in all areas of asset 
management, including engine transport, critical logistics and  
airline catering logistics. 

Healthcare
Our customized solutions address the specific challenges faced 
by today’s healthcare industry, which has evolved into a complex 
international network of manufacturing, distribution, research 
and development. Keeping all facets of the industry in mind, we 
offer ambient and cold chain solutions such as global temperature 
controlled, monitored, clean facilities and equipment, as well as 
programs for hospitals and home deliveries. 

Global Retail
CGL is attuned to all segments of the retail and fashion industry 
including wholesalers, specialty and high end brands. Each has  
its own inherent logistical challenges. At CGL, our specialists  
design secure supply chain solutions that improve speed  
to market and in-store availability, lower global transportation  
and inventory carrying costs, while supporting international sales 
and market entry. 

Hi-Tech
With its specific needs and requirements, the hi-tech industry turns 
to CGL to improve speed to market, while reducing inventory and 
distribution costs. Our streamlining of the supply chain incorporates 
end-to-end visibility, as our team of high-tech experts prioritize 
security and loss prevention. 

Manufacturing & Automotive
To drive your business growth and stay ahead of the competition, 
CGL’s industry experts provide strategies you need to meet 
production deadlines, delivery schedules and cut costs. Our global 
hubs with VMI capabilities in proximity to manufacturing centers 
provide real-time visibility of inventory, affording efficient and 
proactive management of your production line.
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Moving 
Freight
Forward

IT Full Documentation Services

VASCustoms 
Clearance

Perishables
Global Distribution Hubs 

Consulting
Time-Definite Shipments 

High Value Shipments 
Insurance B-2-B 

B-2-C 
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Moving 
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Cohesion Global Logistics



 cglcohesion.com


